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Weather

Don't fly any kites.

By Greg Bernhardt
Widespread discussion and

participation marked the experi-
mental Agenda Days program.

Initial reaction of several
Agenda Committee members
and the departmental discussion
group leaders indicated that 'the
program was a success.
I Checks with the departments
showed that participation was
high in the discussions held Wed-
nesday afternoon. The most ac-
tive was the Department of
Physics which drew over 600
people to the preliminary diseus-
sion in 26-100 before it broke
up into groups.

Input wanted
Dean Wadleigh, in an inter-

view with The Tech early Thurs-
day afternoon, said that he con-
sidered the program very succes-
sful so far. Wadleigh, a member
of the Agenda Committee, indi-
cated that the Committee head-
quarters in the East Lounge of
the Student Center would be
open through today and would
probably remain open next week
to gather the input from the
discussion group leaders and any
members of the. community with
ideas or suggestions to offer.

After President Johnsof's
speech before a near-capacity
audience in Kresge, most depart-
ments met as a whole to outline
what they wanted to discuss
before dispersing into smaller

War hau
By Alex Makowski

Discussion of ROTC this
week centered on one key
issue-Should the program be
judged on an academic or poli-
tical basis?

The important point, Pro-
fessor William Watson charged, is
whether' we want to maintain
ROTC or, by removing it, at-
tempt to erase the militarism
that pervades our country. Pro-
fessor David Frisch countered by

groups. With few exceptions, the
groups did not attempt to reach
scientific conclusions on issues
although one of the Physics dis-
cussion groups passed a resolu- 
tion calling for an end to work
on the MIRV projects at the
special laboratories.

Dinner guests 
After the afternoon discus-

sion groups, many faculty mem-
bers, administrators, and mem-
bers of the labs and staffs went
to the dormitories and frater-
nities for dinner. Wadleigh called
the turnout "spotty" and the
Agenda headquarters confirmed
that the number of guests varied
greatly from group to group.

Department heads were gen- Prol
erally very pleased with the pro- Phy
gram. The Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences said that S
"almost every faculty member" ;
as well as "a great number of
students-both graduate and un-
dergraduate" attended the dis-
cussion groups. The department
plans to meet in a similar fastion' wer
again. and

Professor John Ross, Head of tion
the Department of Chemistry, the
reported that between 150 to sixti
200 attended his department's ill 
discussion groups. After the dis- tion
cussions, the groups reassembled "pre
to report on what they did. Ross raise
pointed out that a good sign of hun'
the interest evoked was that 1

{Please turn to page 3) Scie

nts ROTC

decrying the confusion that such me,
a stand created, asking instead 300
that ROTC be considered on an SA
institutional basis. sho

Sponsored by Professor abi
Richard Held's CEP subcom- in
mittee, Monday night and Wed- tho
nesday afternoon discussions bot
were planned to gain campus the
input prior to the faculty 
meeting next Wednesday. Fri

A rather obvious lack of in- tior

fessor Albert Hill, chairman of the Physics Council, describes the format for the Wednesday afternoon
sics discussions.
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By Larry Klein
Six MIT faculty members
e among the fifty scientists
I engineers elected to the Na-
nal Academy of Science at
society's one hundred and

h annual meeting last week
Washington. With this elec-
a, the Academy, the nation's
emier"scientific organization,
ed its membershi p to eight
idred and forty-six.
[he National Academy of
ance is a private society of

debates
eting. Most of the more than
0 seats went empty as neither
LCC nor the Resistance
)wed up to debate the desir-
lity of ROTC at MIT. Perhaps
the spirit of Agenda Day,

>ugh, 9-150 was filled with
th students and faculty for
- second forum.
Professor Fred McGarry and
isch advocated the considera-
n of ROTC on academic or
stitutional grounds. The
mer labeled efforts at abol-
ing the program futile in the
ive. for solution of larger more
essing issues. ROTC, he in-
ted, must be judged on the
sis of its own merits, rather
,an using -the military as a
ipegoat for the world's prob-
ns.
Concurring, Pr6fessor Frisch
ed a Stanford U. study. Pre-
ed with a statement eschew-
all political issue, the study

rocated changes in the institu-
nlal characteristics of the pro-
m. Frisch agreed with the
flysis and proposed a setup
embling the present religious
mciling offered by the various
ths.
Professor William Watson
rned on a different tack, de
ring that "it's difficult to jus-
t maintaining a system which
ds men into the war in
-tnam." ROTC, he argued,

{Please turn to Page 3)

distinguished scientists and en-
gineers "dedicated to the fur-
therance of science and its use
for the general welfare."

The membership of the Aca-
demy is self-electing and may be
increased by a maximum of fifty
a year. Chosen for the Academy
are leading men from all fields of
the natural sciences and
,engineering.

Joining the membership of
the NAS are six members of the
Institute community:

Samuel C. Collins-Receiving
his PhD. in chemistry from the
University of North Carolina in
1927, Professor Emeritus Collins
has served on the MIT Mechani-
cal Engineering faculty since
1930. He has received the
Wetherill medal, the Kamer-
lingth Onnes gold medal, and is a
member of the American Soci-
ety of Mechanical Engineers.

Herman Feshbach-Director -

of the Center of Theoretical
Physics, Professor Feshbach re-
ceived his PhD. in physics at
MIT and has been a faculty
member here since 194i. He has
served with the Atomic Energy
Commission and belongs to the
American Physical Society.

Joseph C. R. Licklider-Head
of Project MAC and a former
professor of psychology at the
Institute, Dr. Licklider was awar-
ded a PhD.: in Psychology from
thn University of Rocehseter in
1942. Specializing in the fields
of psychoacoustics and man-
computer interaction, Dr.
Licklider is a fellow of numerous
scientific societies and past pres-
ident of the Acoustical Society
of America.

Benjamin Lax-Dr. Lax re-
ceived his PhI) in physics at MIT
in 1949 and has since been
assoicated with the Lincoln Labs
and the National Magnet Labora-

{Please turn to Page 3}

terest characterized

Tuesday night's scheduled
fire drill went unnoticed, as the
alarm system justified the lack
of confidence everyone had in
its efficency by failing to oper-
ate.

Baker residents expected the
system to fail. Some residents,
recalling a similar drill last year
which ended abortively, went
through the halls urging students
to vacate their rooms. However,
no-one took the drill seriously.

An electrician was finally
able to ring the system man-
ually, alloyving some semblance
of a drill to take place. The last
time the system worked was
during final exam period last
term, when a person leaving his
room about 1:30 am accidently
touched off the alarm. The
system jammed and clammered
on for about 15 minutes before
an electrician disarmed the main
box.

The Baker system is in poor
shape-some of the boxes may
be accidentally triggered very
easily. Accidents of this sort are
now prevented by placing a pen-
ny under the hammer arm of the
alarm. This expedient measure
has prevented several false
alarms, which would have been
set off by hockey pucks flying in
uncontrolled games of hall hoc-
key. Some of the boxes do not
arm the system, and the clappers
of some bells are also missing.

The MIT Safety Office said
that the failure of the system lies
in a faulty box at the main desk,
where the alarm was first
switched on. The alarm system
in Baker is the oldest system on
campus, and is due shortly for
partial replacement. The cir-
cuitry of the system is checked
once a month, but the bells are
rung only if requested by the
house residents.

Pnoto oy Hartner Kang

Professor James Austin and Dave Pearson,'YAF member, consider a
question from the floor.

rec 

Institute isuee~~amineC1114
Agenda Days spark debate
and widespread participation

cience Academy elects six

E1

Baker alarm system flames
in abortive fire drill effort
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means of a campus/corporate Dialogue
Program.

Here, Arthur M. Klebanoff, a senior at Yale,
who plans graduate studies and a career in
government, is exchanging views with
Mr. Galvin.

In the course of the Dialogue Program, Arnold
Shelby, a Latin American Studies major at
Tulane, also will explore issues with Mr.
Galvin; as will David M. Butler, Electrical
Engineering, Michigan State, and Stan Chess,

Journalism, Cornell/, with Mr. Doan; similar/y,
Mark Bookspan, Pre-Med, Ohio State, and
David G. Clark, Political Science MA
candidate at Stanford, with Mr. DeYounig.

These Dialogues will appear in this publication,
and other campus newspapers across the
country, throughout this academic year.
Campus comjments are 4nvited, and should be
forwarded to Mr. DeYoung, Goodyear, Akron,
Ohio; Mr. Doan, Dow Chemical, Midland,
Michigan; or Mr. Galvin, Motorola, Franklin
Park, Illinois, as appropriate.

WHO CARES ABOUT STUDENT OPINION-?
BUSINESSMEN DO.

'Three chief executive officers--Tihe Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company's Chairman, Russell
DeYoung, The Dow Chemical Company's
President, H. D. Doan, and Motorola's
Chairman, Robert W. Galvin-are responding
to serious questions and viewpoints posed by
leading student spokesmen about business
and its role in our changing society through

Arthur M. Klebanoff, Yale

Dear Mr. Klebanoff:Dear Mr. Galvin: not stay in business if'it did not operate
on the principle'of "sustained yield"-
growing at least as many trees as it harvests.

Boise-Cascade Lumber Company is one
of many that conducts multi-use
forestry prograhns-the company's timber
lands are open to the public for
recreational purposes such as camping,
fishing, hunting, hiking. Logging roads
allow public access into these areas and
are also invaluable in forest fire control.
It is--a fact that game-increases in well-
managed forests ... this again is a
contribution to conservation.
The National Association of Manufacturers
estimates that American corporations are
currently spending in excess of $500
million annually on air pollution control 
research and methods. -MIany millions more
are being poured into water pollution
control by business.

Slum clearance and renovation currently
claim the energies and financial resources
of a number of corporations; others
are working on improved sewage and
garbage disposal systems.

Yes, there is some legislative "log-
rolling", lobbying, and other questionable
practices, just as there are some
unscrupulous doctors, students who cheat,
corrupt people in government, criminals
roaming our streets, traitors and
deserters in the Armed Forces. Like you,
I believe that unethical practices in
business-as well as in other fields-are
intolerable.
Efforts by business to "clean house" are
increasing, just as business' involvement
in society's problems is more evident.
Hopefully,students will be more willing
in the future to examine both sides of the
ledger before passing final judgments. If
more of the brighter, talented students,
with the high ideals and personal
integrity that you mentioned would join
business, the self-policing process that
you and almost all business leaders seek,
would advance more rapidly.

Sincerely,_ , d. 

Robert W. Gaivin
Chairman, Motorola Inc.

Student reaction to business is conditioned
by what appears in newspapers and
magazines. And what appears concerns
investigations more frequently
than innovations.

We read of industries with
across-the-board product unreliability,
and watch the nation's largest corporations

','-:titack Ratph-Mader for defending the
public against such frauds. Many of us
have had our own bad experiences with
mis-filled orders or short-lived products
more expensive to repair than to replace.

We read of industries raping the
countryside in the Redwood forests of
California, the strip mines of Kentucky, 
and the oil fields of Oklahoma while
preserving their malicious advantage with
a peculiar and depressingly traditional
brand of legislative log-rolling. We see the
regulators co-opted by the regulated, and
the future of an industry sacrificed to the
short-run advantage of a single firm.

And we read of concerts of industries
defining their own public interest, and
calling it progress. Some of us have
trouble seeing progress in hundred foot
long trailer trucks, brand-name drugs,
and supersonic airplanes and the
congested airports from which they
are meant to fly.

This is a college generation deeply
concerned with personal honesty. To
many college students business appears
unreliable and destructively self-
interested. Only the most positive actions
by the business community can change
this reaction, and create any significant
degree of interest on the campus.

My question Mr. Galvin is what will
business do to police itself?

Sincrly yours

Arthur Kleban'off
Government,. Yalev

A newspaper that ran stories such as
"120 Million People Committed No
Murders Yesterday" . . . "Thousands of
Officials Found Corruption-Free" ...
"Very Few Students Are Sex-Crazed
Dope Addicts," would lose readership.
Newspapers must, by definition, report
the "news"-including factual occurrences,
but putting emphasis on extraordinary
-events. Crimes, wars, and-corruption, are
unusual happenings, and are thus reported
in our news media.

A report that a "New Drivemobile Sedan
is Found Unsafe" is of greater importance
to the motoring public than, say,
"Fifty Makes of A-ltos Pass Safety Tests."
Most newspaper reports of fraudulent
practices by business firms are accurate.
However, newspapers are sometimes
guilty of subjective interpreting and
reports of entire industries with "across-
the-board product unreliability" can only
be described in those terms.
A single corporation (much less an entire
industry) would not survive long by
producing inferior goods. Competition is
self-regulating for one thing, and most
corporations are bound to meet certain
standards specified by various trade
associations and institutes. Government
regulations, too, must be met, and,
finally, the buying public has the last word.

Business is policing itself, Mr. Klebanoff.
Consider some of the positive aspects of
modern, responsible corporations while
you weigh the shortcomings and
malpractices. You have read of industries
"raping the countryside," but apparently
you haven't read reports of businesses
and industries involved in conservation-
an involvement in which billions of dollars
are being expended, and will continue to
cost many billions more.
An important conservation activity by
industry is the building of huge lakes by
the nation's investor-owned electric power
companies. Although these water masses
are essential to the companies' operations,
they create valuable and much-needed
.reservoirs of fresh water. Power
companies usually open these lakes to the
public for recreational purposes. An
example of this is Commonwealth Edison's
latest watershed which provides the
public with over 100-miles of newly
reclaimed shoreline.
Lumber companies, far from "raping"
our forestlands, are in fact responsible for
their growth. A lumber company would
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the students involved. Slusher, a
cadet lieutenant colonel in Air
Force ROTC, emphasized the
degree of control the faculty has
over the course content and the
instructors. Refuting any charges
that ROTC cadets might form a
pressure group on campus, he
pointed out the conspicuous ab-
sence of ROTC students from
campus politics and publica-
tions.

Hewitt made light of the "in-.
dentured servant" chargedused
to downgrade service scholar
ship. Although young men sign
their contracts during their sen-
ior year in high school, he insis-
ted that cadets could leave the
program any time by the spring
of their sophmore year. Stressing
the objectivity of the military

{continued from Page I1
was anr autonomous organization
on campus solely to recruit.
While also pointing out that "in-
tegrating military instruction"
onto a campus "erodes" the
traditional independent posture
of a university, his main objec-
tion was that by assisting the
military we support their posit-
ion.

Alan Silverston, a SACC rep-
resentative, agreed, tying ROTC
in with militaristic phases of our
society from the was in Vietnam
to Chicago's "shoot from the
,hip" Mayor Daley. Eliminating
the program would be a move
toward ameliorating this facet of
our society.
I George Slusher and Don

Hewitt presented the opinions of

instructors, despite their uni-
forms, he described a recent
class discussion on the ABM that
resulted in a negative view of the
weapons system.

The Young Americans for
Freedom were also represented,
as SACC asked Dave Pearson to
air their position at the first
forum. Rather than academic
issues, Pearson maintained,
ROTC must be discussed as the
political symbol that it is. He
repeated Slusher's previous des-
cription of the academic rele-
vance question -"a straw man."

Professor Ithiel Poole, while
supporting the ROTC program,
charged the real need for reform
was in the draft laws. He des-
cried them as being at odds
with basic American principles.

(continued from page 1) ticula
"most came back." As

Ross termed the program g r a
"extremely useful" and said that WGB:
"we've got to do this a number progr
of times." He said that he has porar
begun to receive the input from Seen
the individual groups through mem
secretaries selected from each facull
group. He added that he was pled
surprised to find out how little role
information passes from group devel
to group until such efforts as techn
Wednesday's are made. realm

Professor Boris Magasanik, panel
Head of the Department of Bio- ture:
logy, also stated that "I found it lively
extremely interesting." He indi- Th
cated that the department turn- Agenm
out was good, and that "politi- the i
cally oriented groups" were par- that

National Science
elects six faculty

{continued friom Page 1) Bo
tory. Presently Director of the Magas
Magnet Lab, Dr. Lax has served logy
as Associate Editor of Physical PhD i
Review and is a recipient of the lumbi
American Physical Society's the H
Buckley prize. to 19

arly well-attended.
s another part of the pro-
n for Agenda Days,
H-TV broadcast a special
ram entitled '"The Contem-
ry University in Society as

from MIT." In it, panel
bers including students,
ty, and administratorsgrap-
with the question of the
MIT should play in the
opment and application of
iology, particularly in the
i of the military. A second
I discussed "Internal Struc-

Goals and Means" in a
debate.

ie final success of the
da Days will depend upon
information and feedback
the Committee receives.

Academy
members

-
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A Honda parks in spaces cars can't
use. Runs around all week on a
gallon of gas. Slashes your insur-
ance tab. Costs less to keep up.
And can cost less initially than a
car down-payment. With so many
things it's little about, isn't it
ironical that a Honda can make
you such a charitable B.M.O.C.?

See your Honda dealer for a color brochure. safety pamphlet and "lnvisible Circle" film;
or write: American Honda Motor Co.. Inc. Dept. C-16. BOK 50. Gardena. California 90247.

Departmental meetings hecic
critics TV panels debate MITns role

A

Cadets rebut ROTC

Share the
worldwihurIL 116momMgdft
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We believe that conversion must
be carried out, and the timne to do it
is now.

SACC

Panel watcher
To the Editor:

I was appalled by the perfor-
mance Dr. Draper of l-Labs gave at
the May 2 open hearing of the
Review Panel on Special Labora-
tories.

To address the Panel with a hu-
morous lengthy history of his life and
of the I-Labs filled with irrelevancies
showed little comprehension of the
deep issues involved.

I hope that the lack of incisive
probing by the panel of the presenta-
tion of Dr. Draper, and by most of
the panel of Dr. Clauser of Lincoln
Labs is not characteristic of the
closed hearings. Otherwise the Re-
view Panel means nothing.

It is clear in my mind after the
presentation of last Friday that it is
time for Dr. Draper to be retired and
for MIT to exercise more iresponsible
control over both Special Labora-
tories.

We normally apathetic members
of the MIT community owe thanks
to SACC for calling the problems of
the Special Laboratories to our atten-
tion.

Allen J. Cohen G

Art protest
To the Editor:

I am too civilized to express my
true feelings. I have given my home
address because I am writing as a
private citizen - however, I have
worked at MIT for almnost seven
years. My feelings have been roused
for the following reason: an art ex-
hibit has been requested to be taken
down at the MIT Faculty Club be-

cause a few people, unidentified,
objected to the nudity in some of the
pictures. And, this is supposed to be
a lih'beral institution? You must under-
stand that the space allotted to these
exhibits, byprivate artists, is so out of
the way that most people do not
even realize that there is a new
exhibit.

The word "radical" was men-
tioned. Why is it that somebody is
thus labeled if he thinks differently?
No survey was taken as to how many
people objected to this exhibit and
how many people had no objection. I
would like to know if the Board of
the Faculty Club votes on such mat-
ters. This rather narrow view con-
demns forever such artists as Reubens
and Leonardo da Vinci to name but a
few of the many artists who go back
through the centuries. As a sage has
said: "It's all -in the mind, you
know."

Sutata Kesarcodi Whaley

Housing
To the Editor:

Steve Kaiser's article on what a
student can do to take action about
housing omits the two most effective
kinds of action:

l) Becoming a builder and build-
ing new housing, and

2) Buying existing buildings and
improving them.

A little of this kind of direct
action does a lot more than large
amounts of talk and reports.

Operating on a small scale, almost
any competent MiT student should
be able to make a significant contri-
bution in this area in his spare time.

Many students are hesitant to
own property. The few who do,
however, will unanimously assure the
others that their fears are unjustified.

Jason Fane '64

SACC proposal
To the Editor:

(An open letter to the Pounds
Commission, on conversion of the
special laboratories)

In establishing the Pounds Com-
mission, the administration has indi-
cated its willingness to explore in
depth the question of war-related
research at MIT and, in particular, at
the special laboratories. Clearly one
of the conceivable outcomes of the
Commission's study could be a
recommendation that war-related re-
search at the special laboratories be
terminated. It is imperative, then,
that the consequences of termination
be considered immediately.

SACC is opposed to war-related
research. However, we do not believe
that the special laboratories should
be severed fEom MIT, nor that the
groups engaged in war work be sim-
ply disbanded. Rather, we feel
strongly that the enormous techno-
logical sills and resources of the
special laboratories should be con-
.verted from destructive objectives to
neutral or socially constructive and
productive projects, and that job
security be guaranteed to those who
are now working at the laboratories.
We call on the Commission, there-
fore, to begin at once, with highest
priority, a study of the conversion of
the special laboratories to socially
uMs m14 research.

The question of war work at the
special laboratories is one. that the
entire MIT community must face.
Most important, we must recognize
the human dimension of the conver-
sion problem . War work is done at
the special laboratories because poe-
ple do it. Highly trainel scientists
and technicians work on weapons for
many reasons: because large amounts
of money and the best equipment are
available for this work; because of
the prestige and influence associated
with working for the top echelons of
goverunent; and because of political
myths about the necessity of contin-
ually expanding our arsenal of wea-
pons beyond what we need for
defense. Despite these factors, we
believe that technicians and scientists
at the special laboratories, if given an
attractive alternative, will choose
socially meaningful work over design-
ing and building weapons for the
·Department of Defense.

We believe that an attractive alter-
native can be found. Convarerting the
special laboratories to socially useful
research is difficult, but it can be
done if .there is a commitment of
time, energy, and money on the part
of the entire community. As a start,
the following steps should begin
immediately:

1) Studies by MIT faculty and
students, scientists and technicians in
the laboratories of alternative pro-
jects to replace war wxrk. SACC is
already engaged in a study of how to
bring conversion about.

2) Action by the MIT corporation
and administration to use their influ-
ence and power to fund alternative
project

Conversion would produce benefits
on many levels. For the world, it is a
necessary first step in slowing the
arms race; for the country, it would
begin teo check thle frightening influ-
ence of the military-industrial
machine; for MIT, it would make the
resources of the special laboratories
available to the entire community
rather than one segment of it; and for
those working in the special labora-
tories, it would provide the chance to
apply their skills and talents to social
problems that urgently need solving.

The recent wave of interest in
the Cambridge housing crisis
leads to some interesting specu-
lations on it's cause. Most people
have assumed that the Crisis is
due to increasing admissions on
the part of MIT and Harvard
(not to mention BU) coupled
with a refusal on the part of
those schools to build additional
housing to accomodate these
students.

The record will, to some de-
gree, corroborate this. The last
major on-campus housing effort
at MIT was around 1950, when
Baker was built and Ashdown
purchased and converted. How-
ever, it is difficult to believe that
undergraduate enrollment has
had much effect on the situa-
tion; as it remains relatively con-
stant. The graduate school, it is
true, has increased enrollment
by about 3 to 5 percent per
year. However, it is difficult to
believe that this has precipitated
the current state of affairs.

Another explanation which
comes to mind is an idea which
has been blamed for so many
things that it seems unfair to
heap another upon it. Yet, it is
undeniable that the Vietnam
war, while it has not had much
effect of the per class enroll-
ment, has substantially affected
the total enrollment at MIT. The
ruling that five-year double de-
gree aind BS-MS programs are
legal means to beat the draft has
certainly contributed to this, in
a major way. And, how many of
those fifth year students will
want to hlive in a dormitory (with
required comnwmons, no less), or
will be encouraged to take up a
place in a fraternity which could
be used for a pledge in the fall?
Therefore, it seems safe to say
that, perhaps, the crisis is being.

aggravated by this situation.
Consider a few other side-

effects which have occurred and
directly affect the situation.
What about recent Federal Re-
serve moves to tighten credit?
Whenever the Fed has done this
in the past, it lhs literally screw-
ed the housing situation worse
tlian any other market. The rea-
son is that long-term financing is
an absolute necessity for con-
struction, but it becomes less
available during times lice this.
Therefore, housing, which is
more flexible than other com-
modities which also need such
financing, takes a beating,
which, in turn, forces rents and
prices up in existing buildings.
And there is little doubt that the
inflation which caused the need
to put on the brakes was at least
partly caused by the Vietnam
war.

The- critical point, however, is
the increasing 'numbers of fifth-
year students. The winners of
recent elections point up this
trend (Albert, Bob McGregor
(Finboard), George Flynn
(AEB), etc.). In my own depart-
ment, roughly twenty percent of
my class will be sticking around'
for a second degree. While this is
not intended to be any sort of
typical number, or anything re-
sembling it, the trend it points'
to is definitely a real one.

Letters to TechWhere now?
Agenda Days have come and gone, and we are in the understand-

able quandry of asking ourselves: "What now?"
Anyone who had hoped that the progranm would "turn on" the

entire community was of course disappointed. The thousands who
attended thevariousdepartment meetings, however, were afforded a
unique and spontaneous educational experience which will have
subtle, long-term effects as well as the more obvious immediate
consequences. Not everyone was exposed to the discussions, but
einough of the community was to provide a "critical mass" of
concern for reforms which we hope will snowball into the rest of the
Institute.

One impression we received from the discussion we attended and
from talking to individuals who had attended other discussions, was
that many people discovered that lots of other people have been
becoming more and more concerned about many of the same issues
which were bothering them. Out of this realization will undoubtedly
come some increased measure of political participation on the part
of the community.

We were particularly gratified by the faculty turnout for a
number of events. It may have been quite surprising for many
students to witness the magnitude of faculty concern for some of
the issues raised. We hope that the student-faculty dialog begun this
week will continue regularly in the future and that we will confront
the common concerns we now recognize more as a community than
has been the case in the,past.

One theme which came through repeatedly, both in meetings and
on the television special is that being an effective individual in
society today demands more than a narrow professionalism. The
same is true for institutions. The promotion of an environment
which will make MIT that sort of institution and the individuals
which compose it policy-makers rather than detail-developers is the
prime item on our agenda.

For the immediate future, it seems to us appropriate that the
Arrangements Committee should continue to act until its discharge
as a temporary ombudsman for channeling the ideas comning from
the concern sparked by recent programs to the appropriate agencies
for action.

The - Observer
B~y 5ony f-ima
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at the airport manned by the IFC. All 
incoming freshmen will report to this
Clearing House before they can be
contacted by a house. The second
proposal allowed a shuttle bust service
to be established from the airport to 
the Clearing House in the Student
Center. Provision will be made for
horses to meet specific freshmen at the
airport Clearing House and take them i
to the-main Clearing House. Since the
entire freshman class will be coming to
Residence/Orientation Week, this pro-
cedure will hopefully alleviate the
problems of congestion and confusion
that arose last year.

The list of names of admitted fresh-
men will be released Friday, June 13.

There was considerable. concern a-
mong the Housing Office and the
Dormitory Council that a pledging
time of noon on Thursday would not
allow them enough time to give out
room assignments on Friday, allowing
freshmen time to move into their

The events at Harvard yesterday
(April 10, 1969) raise serious questions
of' social responsibility that concern
academic communities throughout the
Boston area and across the country. In
recognition of ouf social responsibility
as students of MIT, we feel it necessary
to adress the MIT administration,
faculty, and student body.

To maintain an atmosphere of aca-
demic freedom, each individual must
assume responsibility for intellectual
rather than physical confrontation. A
basic issue raised at University Hall was
how to conduct intellectual confronta-
tion responsibly. We feel that all
parties involved were' lacking in fulfil-
ment if their moral and professional
obligations. By calling in local police
the Harvard administration assumed
responsibility for any consequences of
the clearing operation. By the unneces-
sary forceful removal of the students
they neglected this responsibility. Simi-

larly, any Harvard student who chose
to remain in the building assumed the
responsibility for all consequences of
his decision. We feel that any student
denial of this responsibility is intellec-
tual hypocrisy.

Finally, the police officers con-
ducting the clearing operation had
both a human and professional respon-
silit to employ a minimum of force.
Certainly they too should be held
accountable for shirking these responsi-
bilities.

Both deliberate confrontation and
authoritarian response, as they occured
at Harvard, are poor substitutes for
responsibility. We like to believe that
MIT has been free of violence because
of the responsible conduct of all mem-
bers of the MIT community, as eviden-
ced by the recent Cambridge housing
proposal. We have faith that such
thorough, conscientious efforts will
also be applvied to other current issues.

I

t

by Tom Pipal

"At best, $3500 down." That was down and out.
·the comment of one Spring Weekend What Can Be Done
Committee member late Sunday night In all probability, JP will be the
while the6 precise cost of the weekend only weekend next year; It Would
was being tabulated. With thlis in seem that if it is to avoid the fates of
mind there can be little doubt that Spring and Winter Weekends, some
this will be the last Spring Weekend. radical changes must occur. The most

, News Analysis significanit charge to date has been
This past year witnessed the death of the approximately $30,000. budget
Winter Weekend. The $7500, lost..lat a ita prl s o: Financial Botd.
year was simply too 'grt-r;~am-, ~The as0, 1h Eve were briefly[as
cial Board to absorb. This year, iFC-: follows: 1)i`flation in the price' of
DormComm went into Spring musical groups has caused the
Weekend expecting to at least break quality of weekends to decline.
even; the result: a $3500 to $4500 This must be stopped.
loss.

(Signed)

George Katsiaficas, IFC Chairman

Chris Thurner, IFC Vice Chairman
Travis Jackson, IFC Treasurer
Dubose Montgomery, IFC Secretary
Peter B. Kramer,

IFC Judicial Committee Chairman

Paul S. Snover, IFC Purchasing Manager
J. Ralph Cole
Dale Geiger
John Gerth

Gary F. Gut

Bruce W. Johnson
Tim Mapstone

News Azalysis
by Tenry Rocxord

2)Almost all figuring of ie budget
must be done on an approximate
sell out basis. The physical limita-
tions of the available facilities
make this a necessity.

This loss puts the IFC as a whole
approximately $9000 in the red, the
other debts having accumulated over
the past several years. With this in
mind, it is not probable that the IFC
will risk sponsoring another weekend.
Also, the enthusiam of DormrnConn has
diminished greatly in the past few
years. Combining these facts leads to
the inevitable conclusion that Spring
Weekend will go the way of Winter
Weekend, and possibly the.way that
all social weekends seem to be going-

3)We're the only weekend. If MIT
is going to have weekends in the
future, JP must be a success this
year.
The final test will come 'next

Novermber." If people want W-eekends
in the future, JP must and will sell.

Two weeks ago, the IFC broke its
traditional moratorium on political
statements with the release of a Reso-
lution regarding the Rostow incident,
immediately followed by a personal
statement by the members of the IFC
Executive Committee. Two considera-
tions are paramount in reference to
both these documents-the content of
the statements, and the reasoning
behind their release.

The Resolution was drafted as a
reaction to a specific incident-the
appearance of Walt Rostow and the
ensuing confrontation. The personal
statement cannot be so easily categor-
ized, however. Although it discusses
the Harvard situation with painful
thoroughness, its principle theme is not
what was happening at Harvard but
what was happening at MIT. The sig-
natories state: "We like to believe that
MIT has been free of violence because
of the responsible conduct of all mem-
bers of the MIT community," and cite
the evidence of the Cambridge housing
proposal. The desired purpose of the
statement seems to be one of reassur-
ance, of patting MIT on the back and
saying, in effect, "It won't happen
here." According to one of the signers,
all this was planned to be released at a
time when the administration was
coming under increasing pressure from
other sectors of the MIT community
and was drafted as a direct response to
the personal statement by the Execu-
tive Committee of the MIT Student
Government which was released the
same day.

By trying to counteract the Student
Government statement, the IFC Per-
sonal'Statement accomplishes little
except reiterating the status quo.
Its main theme is summed up in a

sentence: "Both deliberate confronta-
tion and authoritarian response...are
poor substitutes for responsibility."
This is quite true. Yet to condemn the
symptoms of a problem without dis-
cussing their underlying caiuses is only
half an answer. The conditions which
led to the takeover of University Hall-
the war, expanision into Cambridge,
problems in the educational system-as
well as those which have led to the
recenprotests at MIT are at the very
crux of the questions our society must
answer in determining its future
course. These problems deserve and
demand our most careful considera-
tion, not a myopic disregard. It is this
lack of recognition for the deeper
problems involved at Harvard and at
MIT which is obviously absent from
the Personal Statement.

I do not mean to discredit the MIT
administration for the work they have
done to promote a "responsible" at-
mosphere at the Institute. Indeed their
recent efforts toward establishing a
meaningful dialogue while objectivity
is still possible are commendable. But
neither their interests in promoting this
dialogue nor those of the rest of the
Institute's community are aided by
those who indulge in self praise for
past successes while failing to recognize
the forces which could destroy any
progress made thus far.

Neither do I wish to necessarily
impugn the motives of the lFC Execu-
tive Committee. Differing political con-
victions among the members rendered
the drafting of the statement at best
hopelessly difficult. The problem is not
that they were incorrect in what they
said. The problem is that they simply
did not say enough to produce a
meaningful commentary.

continue through.the week until Satur-
day midnight. Also, for the first time,
there will be a break or moratorium in
the middle of Rush Week to allow a
breathing space for all parties concern-
ed. The moratorium will be in effect
Wednesday morning.

A full text of next year's ,Rush
Rules will be found on page'2 of this
issue. ;

IFC comments on Harvard, Rostow
IFC Resolution 

"Resolved:
That the MIT Interfraternity Con-
ference, in the spirit of academic 
freedom, and a philosophy that every
man be given the right to free speech,
regardless of viewpoint, supports the :
right of Waft Rostow to speak freely '
on the MIT campus.

As members of the MIT com- ;
munity, we would respectfully request 
that no member of this community 
prevent anyone from speaking as this : 
would deny us the opportunity to
hear his point of view.

While we admit the right of dis- ',
sent, we do not feel that dissent
which infringes upon the right of free _ _E
speech is acceptable as a reasonable Janis Joplin and her group provided Saturday afternoon entertainment
course of action." at Spring Weekend.

Extensive Rushing Spring Weekend loses money

Personal Statement

helps PiKA grow
Last week, Pi Kappa Alpha com-

pleted the first phase ofits program to
establish a new chapter of their Frater-
nity on the MIT campus. A week of
concentrated rush yielded a nucleus of
fifteen men. Aided by neighboring
chapters at Trinity College, the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, and alumni
from the local area, a rush party and
beer blast were held. . -

The first mneeting of the new group
was held on Monday, April 21. At that
time, the group discussed preliminary
goals and purposes of the new Frater-
nity. Phil Bobko, class of '70, was
elected temporary president. Commit-
tees were set u -in regards to the
pressing problems facing the new
group: in particular- housingm rush,
finance and budgeting, constitution,
and kitchen.

The Housing Committee faces a
major challenge due to the restrictions
of housing in the Boston area. The
group has tenatively decided to con-
centrate its search in the Cambridge
area. An alumni committee is aiding
the search for a house.

The Rush Committee must prepare
the new colony to rush on an equal
basis with the other MIT Fraternities in
September. It is also concerned with
expanding the size of the new group
within the present MIT community
before the end of the second term.

The national office of PKA is trying
to arrange colonization procedures
within the next month. At the time
that the group becomes a colony, goals
will be set up to qualify the colony for
activation as a chapter of PKA.

President Phil Bobko stated, "Due
to the factthat our group is new and
without predetermined tradition, we
are in a position to form a unique
exercise in community living. Among
the items to be considered are Frater-
nity government and responsibilities.
This offers the individual an opportun-
ity to participate in the realization of a
new fraternal ou.

Rush Week Changes Form
Class of '73 Names out June l3

The IFC Rush Committee and rooms before that evening. Another
house rush chairmen met April 20 to consideration was that a house would
discuss the rules for Rush Week and get feedback on the success of its Rush
changes in Rush Week. Last Sunday, Week sooner if the pledging date were
the rules for Rush Weekwerefinalized earlier. Consequently, the pledging
in another meeting of the Rush chair- time has been changed 'to 7:00 am
men. Thursday morning;

Two proposals to change the pick - This year, for the first time, Rush
up procedure at the airport were ap- Week will not begin on; Friday, 'but
proved. A Clearing House will be set up -.irstead, pn. Monday evening and will
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community, internally or externally, political,

social, or economic, will be considered fair game for

critical evaluation. However, it must be made clear

that these evaluations will reflect only -the opinion
of the board of Infocus '69 and will not necessarily
represent the official views of the IFC.

To achieve these goals, Infocus '69 will be
published twice morrthly and be delivered to ail

fraternities. It will also be stuffed inside every copy

of The Tech sold. Letters to the editor will be most
welcome and, hopefully, will add to the relevance of

the paper to the community. Articles on the
individual houses will appear in each issue. Also

there is a program under consideration to have one

member from each house act as a representative to

the paper; this will provide a speedy and efficient
communications network as well as a feedback

system for opinion polls. This plan will be formally

presented to the IFC at its May 8 meeting.
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IFC Rules for

Rushing 1969
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PRE-RUSH WEEK RUSHING inform the IFC Clearing House ana all
1. No rushee shall enter a Frater- faternities involved.

nity or the residence of a Fraternity 8. AU bids extended to rushees

man or be in the company of a during Rush Week shall remain open at

Fraternity man between the time de- least until the end of Rush WNeek.

fined as the end of summer (above) 9. On the day of the moratorium

and the close of the pre-Rush Week each Fraternity will be responsible fox

meeting; except when a Fraternity man making sure that every freshman that

is providing transportation (only upon spent the night at their house arrives at

the 'ushee's request) from the point of the place designated by the IFC Rush

arrval in Boston to the Cleing House. Committee by the beginning of the

2. After the pre-Rush Week meet- moratorium. Each freshman will turn

ing, but before the official opening of in his schedule card to the Rush

Rush week, a rushee may stay n 'a Committee upon his arrival. Each Frat-

Fraternity overnight provided his name ernity is responsible that those fresh-

is submitted to the Clearing House. men spending the previous night turns

3. The official opening of Rush in his schedule card. At the end of the

Week shall be at 7:00 am on the moratorium, each Fraternity will pick

morning following -the day of the up only those freshmen that spent the

pre-Rush Week meeting. previous night at their house. AU those

RUSH WEEK RUSHING freshmen are required to' sign back in

1. AU iushees must register with the 'to that Wouse before seeing other frat-

IFC Clearing House - ernities during the day. Freshmen who

2. No house shag attempt to con- did not spend the previous night at any

ceal the presence or location of a fraternity may visit any fraternity they

rushee-. Each Fraternity shall keep a wish. Each Fraternity must immediate-

record of the departure and their pro- ly report to the Clearing House all

posed destination 'upon departure. freshmen returning to their house after

These records shall be kept on forms the moratorium that did not spend the

provided by the IFC and shall be night there. During the moratorium no

submitted to the IFC Rushing Chair- fraterrity man shall be in the presence

man within three days after Rush Week of a rushee.
ends. 10. After the moratorium, no Frat-

3, No house shall refuse to call a ernity may entertain any rushee away

rushee to the telephone if hle is present, from the house - fof -the remainder of

nor shall members of another Frater- that day for more.than onle (1) hour,

nity be refused the privlege of speak- excluding all dates originating after

ing to a rushee unless the rushee is in a 8:00 pm.

bid session at that time. 11.I No bids shall be extended to a

4, Before 9:00 amn on each day of rushee on his first visit to a house; nor

Rush Week, except the, day of the shall any bids b~e extended until after

moratoriumn, each rushee. shall see that the end of the moratorium. No bid

there is delivered to the .[FC Clearing- may be accepted before 7:00 am Thur-

house or one of its boxes (in each sday.

dormitory and fraternity) a schedule of 12. Any questions concerning the

the places and times of his (the interpretation of these rules or of any

rushee's) location from the previous rushing practice should be submitted

eve ning to the following morning. Each to the IFC Rushing Chairman for

Fraternity shall be responsible for turn- clarification.

ing in the schedule cards of rushees 13. AU dates rushees have made for

who spend the night in that house to Mo:nday evening and for Monday over-

the Rushing Chairman at 9:00 am each night will be frozen when they register

momning. at the Clearing House.

aI
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In past years, the production of Infocus has

been, at best, a sporadic process. Two issues a term,

'perhaps less, were deemed sufficient to cover the

wide spectra of events that involve the 1FC and its

members. Articles were seldom informative, often

repetitive and boring. In short, past volumes of

Infocus '69 have been a sorry excuse for a

newpaper.
However the days when this form of publication

could be tolerated have come to an end. If the

fraternity system at MIT is to continue to provide

an atmosphere conducive to the growth of the

individual, and informed membership is a must. If

the events at Harvard and other universities across

the nation are to be avoided here at MIT, communi-

cation must be keyed upon now.

Also, communication should and will not be

limited to strictly factual material. Opinion and

comment will take up a considerable portion of

Infocus '69. Any issue that confronts the MIT
5. Each house will immediately

notify the Clearing House-.of every
rushee who- pledges, including the time
of pledging. Tlhis is in effect from the
hours of 8:00 am to 12:00 pm. If
pledging occurs outside these hours,
the Clearinrg House will be notified at
8:00 am of the following morning. It is
the responsibility of each house to
notify the Clearing House between 1 
and 12 pm of those rushees who will

be spending the night in the house. A
Fraternity's obligation to call the

Clearing House will end Saturday mid-

night, which will be the official close
of Rush Week.

6. No Fraternity shall entertain any
rushee away from the house in any one
.ay of Rush Week, except the day of

the moratorium.
a. for more'than six (6) hours total,

nor

b. for a period longer than fire (5)
hours consecutively excluding all dates
that originate after 6:30 pm.

7. If a rushee wishes to cancel or

change a .date, he must personally

Proposed IFC Rush Rules for 1969
SUMMER RUSH

1. Rushing will be permitted during
the summer, but no Fraternity man

shall incur any expense in the enter-
tainment of a rushee.

2. Summer ends when the rushee
enters a transportation facility for the
trip to Boston, or on Wednesday mid-
night preceding the official opening of
Rush Week, which occurs later.

3. No printed material may be sent
to incoming freshmen prior to the date
freshmen names are released by the
Dean's Office. Any printed material
sent to incoming freshmen must be
mailed using third class or bulk rates,

unless it is being sent outside the
continental United States. This will be
in effect from the time the list of

freshmen is released by the Dean's
Office until riive days later. Printed

material is anything not written by
hand.

4. A Fraternity shall not extend
printed blanket invitations for Monday
night.

On Tuesday, April 23, approximately seventy-
five students and faculty staged a demonstration to

protest war related research at MIT. In the course of

this demonstration, the marchers stopped in front

of the President's office and - asked to see him.

President Johnson wasn't in at the time so tHe group
decided to sit down and wait. After some time,

word arrived that Johnson and Dr. Killian, Chair-

man of' the Corporation, were in the Bush Room
and would hold an open discussion on the researc-h
issue.

However, to quote The Tech, "The crowd had
little intention of leaving the hall to see Johnson.

Professor Louis Kampf, Department of Hulmanities,
called it 'degrading' to be assigned to a room at their

convenience and charged, 'they can come to our
room at our times'."

This "sit-in" was the first (albeit mild) MIT

example of the campus. phenomenon known as

confrontation politics. Firstused at Columbia over a.

year ago, this radical tactic has occurred across the

nation with-disturbances at the University of Chi-
cago, San Francisco State College, Berkeley, and

most recently at Harvard. The underlying philoso-
phy of this tactic is that unless the power structure
is forced to take action, no change of any substance
will occur, and that confrontation is the only way
to make the power structure take action and defme
its position.

Although the people who decide to use con-
frontation politics usually achieve their goal and

make the power structure take action, we feel that
it has been proven that, in -most cases, the cost is

too high. The cornered animal fights the hardest,
and 'putting the administrations into a defensive
posture makes them all the more- determined to

preserve the status quo. As was pointed out in the

book Up Against the Ivy Wall, a documentary of the
Columbia crisis,-the administration will see the

confrontation not only as a challenge to the

individual school's authority, but also as a threat to

the goals that they believe are embodied in the

institutions of higher learning across the nation. It

was further pointed out that the administrations felt

a duty to other colleges not to allow their school to

set a precedent which would herald the end of

higher education as they bide it. In short, con-

frontation politics polarizes the issues anid makes
the battle a life abid death event. Having observed
the happenings at other schools, we see little

desirable in creating such a situation. Havring raised
the determination of the administration, reform will

be granted grudgingly, slowly, and usually with little

personal commitment. Add to this the personal cost

to those who were the objects of a "bust" and the

price for this kind of reform becomes too high.
Although we feel that the happenings of last

Tuesday were for the most part spontaneous, and,

sprang from deep seated personal commitment, any

re-enactment could have serious consequences. We

ask that the leaders of the SACC movement
consider exactly what those consequences might be

should the situation get out of hand. The age of
liberal and conservative factions, radical and moder-

ate factions, right and left factions has come to an
end. If meaningful and justified change is to occur,
we must all be pragmatists.

1L.
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Siinapee, New Hampire, for a day of
skiing, followed by an informal supper
at the house and wild party to thor-
oughly exhaust everyone. Soumething
else we like to do is to hold joint
parties with other MIT fraternities.
This serves a dual purpose of bettering
relations and defraying costs. We have
had flue turnouts of this kind with
SAE, BTP, and TC. Besides parties, we
provide tickets to see the Bruins, Sox,
and Celtics along with concerts and
other social events outside the house.

Another direction for involvement
that we feel is important is our intra-
mural sports activities. It is a big boost
to houise spirit when a team makes a
good shoing. It, is my own personal
opinont, and most of the house's
opinion, that intramurals serve tHeir
purpose better since points have been
abolished. It seems to have provided a
posipve step toward replacing somne of
the heated' rivalries. with more good
natured rivalries between firaternities.
Also in the athletic vein is an annual
frosh-soph football game in the fall,
and recentl a sophomorejunior
basketball game.

Thomas R. Smith
MIT x3617

It should be clewt that the ob-
serations contained here are personal
ones, and should by no menas. be taken
to represent those of the brothers of
Phi Delta Theta.

We are. at present, examining the
pragmatic value of some of out hallow-
ed traditions. The utility of our nation-
al affiliation, required chapter meet-
ings, the blackball system, inflexible
budgeting, and Rush Week are being.
seriously evaluated. 

Our national fraternity seems to
offer us at the present time, a
never-ending flow of forms to be filled
out and meetings to attend and -other
requirements for "~ousr benefit.'' It is
becoming -more and more difficult to-
pursue the goals of thle fraternity be-
cause of the requirements, Co-
educational loving is of course impos-
sible within the national structure. We
are also forced to hide the most cher-'
ished goals of the fraternity that are
supposed to build good brotherhood.

Every man is traditionally able to
keep from membership anyone who he
doesn't like for any reason. This black-
ball system is operationally an easy
way for an individual to thwart the'
efforts of others. If the group wants its.
members to share in helping each other
grow, why does it allow one member
to destroy the initiative of the others?

It seems to me that only one-half of
the brothers should need to approve a
new pledge.. Our house needs new men
and it has only begun to understand
why it isn't getting them. Rush motiva-
tion is severely injured by the per-
ceived difficulty of getting a friend
pledged.

Our budget for the next year is just
being completed. We have tried to
allow for funds to be available when
the enthusiasm and the willingness to
work are there. We have tried to
specify several major projects that we
want done in the next year. By fixing
housebills now and arranging for near-
by apartments for upperclassmen, we
have tried to shorten the feedback
channel between -"doing your own
thing" and the Rush effort.

Rush Week is so exhausting and
unimpressive for both freshmen and
brothers alike that we are trying to
design new systems to get men living in
the house. We would like the IFC to
seriously evaluate its rules restricting
interaction between freshmen and the
fraternities. It is possible that we will
be open informally during Rush Week
for freshmen who want to meet us, but
the brothers will not all be available to
run. the freshmen through the rush
machine.

It appears to me that forcing a man
to come to a meeting almost precludes
the possibility of the meeting being a
success. We have tried instead to struct-
ure voluntary functional workshops on
specific topics like rush, pledge, train-
ing, budgeting, and education. The
quality of discussion and the efficiency
of the meetings has increased consider-
ably.

The IFC has announced the forma- The blackball system, the use of drugs
.ion of a new committee to investigate and marijuana in fraternities, and the
opportunities for academic work in effect of increased black enollment on
individual living groups. Although still the fraternity system and Rush Webk
in its formative stages, the committee were the major topics of discussion at a
has outlined various programs onhouse presidents' meeting held April
which it plans to work during the 20.

Drug use proved to be the issue
which~inspired the greatest amount of
discussion. Although the rapid increase
in the use of marijuana and other drugs
during recent years is common know-
ledge, the implications ofthis increase
for individual fraternities have been
obscure. IFC Chairman George
Katsificas pointed out that the dis-
covery of drugs in a fraternity house
by' the police could result in the
revocation of that house's lodging li-
cense which legalizes its right to ope-,
rate as a residence for its members.
Several presidents then commented on
their individual efforts to discourage
drug use among their own brothers.
The most severe of the measures des-
cribed involved the expulsion of any
brother found to have marijuana in his
possession inside the fraternity house.
Some presidents commented that leni-
ency had only aggravated the problem
and that they were now seeking other
solutions.

The subject of the present blackball
system was discussed briefly with a
general consensus that further study is
needed to determine whether the pre-
sent system prevailing in most houses is
a viable alternative for the future.
Under the present system a "no" vote
by one brother can prevent either the
bidding or initiation of a rushee or
pledge. This "one ball" method of
rejecting new members was attacked
by several of the presidents who.
Offered alternative suggestions ranging
from a vote of a 9017o to a simple
majority requiled for admission.;,

Many questions concerning the ef-
fects of next year's increased black
enrollment on the fraternity system
and Rush Week were raised at the
meeting, but were matched by few
answers. One of the most important
issues appears to be whether these
students will even consider joining a
fraternity and choose to visit houses
during Rush Week. It was proposed
that a special rushing effort may be
needed to encourage black member-
ship. However, an equally important
question was the willingness of indivi-
dual houses to accept black members,
limited both by prejudice and national
fraternity restrictions. On all these
questions the only valid answer for the
moment seemed to be to wait and see.

remainder of this term.
The first of these is the establish-

ment of classes or seminars meeting
one or two evenings a week in the
living groups. The possibilities of
obtaining credit for these courses are
now being explored by the committee,
and a list of interested faculty
members is being assembled. In order
to assure sufficient attendance for
these classes the combination of two or
more houses or of one house with
interested women from Wellesley has
been suggested.

The committee is also working to
bring faculty members into the frater-
riity on a non-academic basis and has
proposed two specific plans toward
this end. Faculty members would be
invited to live at a fraternity for two or
three days under the first of these
proposals. During this time they would
be in contact with the members on a
totally non-professional basis. This
same type of contact is also the goal of
the proposed non-resident faculty fel-
low program in which houses would
choose a faculty member to visit them
frequently on an informal basis. The
committee will help find interested
faculty members for both these pro-
grams.

Chris Thurner (SAE) is the chair-
man of the newly-created committee,
and any comments or questons should
be directed to him.

without using hands) around the field.
This was tfllowed by the zipstrip,
(changing clothes in a sleeping, bag),
and so the afternoon continued. The
competition was capped off by the
derby steal which pitted forty derby-
topped Sigma Chis against two or three
hundred Wellesley girls bent on getting
the Sigma Chi's derbies. After all the
points had been tallied, Shafer Hall
emerged as the victor.

Spectators and participants spilled
over Severence Green at Wellesley
College at the first Sigma Chi Derby
Day orn April 10. Teams from each
Wellesley dorm competed in a number
of "field events" in an attempt to
garner a stereo system from Tech HiFi
for their dorm's living room.

The Day began with a parade
through the Wellesley campus led by a
pied piper bandwagon and joined along
the route by cars which had been,
outfitted by each dorm as part of the
competition. Once at the Green the
festivities soon validated their billing as
a "fun-filled riot" and a "spectator
zoo," as teams bamboo-rambled (a
relay race with five people carrying a
bamboo pole between their legs and
then handing off to a second quintet -

NEXr ISSUE

KAPPA SIGMA

SIGMIA CHI

by

LCA
One way to increase communica-

tions among fraternities is to allow
each house to say a few words about
the activities in which they are partici-
pating. With this in mind, I have
chosen a few areas that I feel will be of
interest to other houses. Hopefully this
wmill provide some useful ideas, and we
gladly accept suggestions and dis-
cussion on any or ail of them.

Recently there has been much crti-
cism of fraternities and the fraternity
system. In lieu of this we felt that a
positive step would be to hold a
Lambda Chi Alpha retreat conducted

.by the house president. It consisted of
the major house officers and several
other interested brothers. We saw the
value in a crtical evaluation of our
house, where we were weak and where
we were strong, internally and exter-
nally. One of the major topics dis-
cussed was a redefining of our goals
with regard to pledge training and how
these goals could best be attained.
Another was the discussion of the basic
definition of fraternity: just, what is
brotherhood and howit is exhibited by
our house?

We are undergoing a revitalization
in the public relations departmont. A
few things we found fruitful in this
area are joint parties with other houses,

Ecocktail parties for professors, the IFC
and TCA blood drives, and inviting our
Back Bay neighbors to dinner. In con-
junction with pledge toanig our
pledges provided a valuable service to a
local hospital in -their capacity as
janitors. There is also the never-to-be-
forgotten annual St. Patrick s, Day

|Party for the Irishmen behind the
athletic desk at DuPont. Of course we

Edid not neglect our valuable relations
with Back Bay girs. The most recent,
and- least painful of whichz, was a
softball game with a group of BU and
Chandler girls on Briggs Field.

We believe in a strong alumni rela-
tions propam The local alumni At a
copy of our social calendar and are-

-urged to participate in all social
functions.. There was recently fine
attendance at a quiet party with a
nightclub atmosphere for the alumn.
Once a year we send a news letter to
the alumni which informs them of our
activities and the activrities of other

Calumni.

t ~~When Winter Weekend flopped, we
took the inqitiative to provide our own
solution for our undergrads and alum-
ni. We organized the Lambda Chi
Alpha ski Day which consisted of

ipiling into a bus and taking off for

Sigma Chi holds first anlnual
Derby Day for Wlellesley

Fiji Island Party
to occur May 10

This year's Fiji Island Party, to be
held May 10, will have certain changes
in detail-but not in spirit-from those
-in the past. The most significant
change will be an admittance charge of
$2.00 per couple instead of the trad-
itional policy of free admission, al-
though this is not expected to dampen
enthusiasm.

The party, which is open bid for
the whole campus, will be held at the
Saima Club-an unheated dance hall
surrounded by woods, a stream, and a
lake-in Fitchburg, Massachusetts. As
in past years, the dress will be sarongs,
leis, and body paint. Another standard
attraction is the traditional FIP punch,
and guests are strongly urged.to bring
their own hollow coconuts for its
consumption. Music will be provided
by the Wrong Tracks, who specialize in
soul music. A bus service is 2 so being
planned for those who do not wish to
drive.

Tickets for both the party and the
busses may be purchased in blocks
throughout the living groups. Also,
tickets and maps for drivers are avail-
able at the Fiji booth in the lobby of
building 10.

0 11 Party0 0 

May 10 Fitchburg, -. ass.

music the Wrong Tracks

per couple!admission $2.0

TICKETS IN j - 17 14)
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IM fines changed, enforced
In an action which will squeeze to go over to the Institute and suit up

the athletic budget of almost every and then have nothing at all to do in
living group on campus, the IM Exec- the event of a forfeit.
utive Committee has developed a The problem of enforcing the
system to regularly enforce the fine system was not so easy to resolve. In

system for forfeiting IM contests. the'past, the money was rarely col-

For years the IM rules have plainly lected simply because of the reticence
stated that a living group forfeiting on the manager's part to call up a

any IM comtest is to be fined $10 friend of his and say, "You're screwed!. I
(and, until recently, a few IM points) If you don't send me twenty bucks by i
and not be allowed to engage in any next Tuesday, you're kicked out of the e

IM activity until the fine is paid. For football playoffs!" Not only is this t
years, likewise, their rule has been because a manger is basically a nice I

largely ignored; less than 5% of the guy, but if you get everyone mad at n
money able to be collected was ac- you, you're'going to get fined yourself. a
tually taken in. Thus, the system was So, what has to be done is to take the. r
re-evaluated with an eye toward personal responsibility off the man- t

making it work. The main points con- ager's shoulders and give it to the r
sidered were first, that a fine system inpersonal IM Executive Committee. il
is necessary to prevent large numbers Then, monthly, forms will be sent out
of forfeitures (see Infocus, May %68, to all offenders, and they will not be h
editorial), second, all 'sports being allowed to enter any ensuing sports n
fined equally is not reasonable, and until the fine is paid. ri

last, how to induce managers to in- Though the purpose of the fine is e

yoke, the fine. not to make the Athletic Association t]
farting these factors into the minds flush, the extra money. obtainable this

of those people whose job it is to way could help initiate a new referee's
worry about such things yielded these pay scale. Refereeing is, without a

results. A $10 fine for not showing up doubt, the biggest problem in. IM
for a golf match was considered ridicu- sports, and the main reason it is a

lous, as nobody in the world is incon- problem is the antiquated pay scale.
venienced or put out by that inaction. With the money they are now getting,

Likewise, wrestling, swimming, track, their main motivation is the love of the
cross-country, and rifle won't be fined. sport; after two years of acting as a

The remaining sports were divided into scapegoat for the losing teams, they
two groups: Team Sports requiring find the initial fascination gone. Just as

officials on one hand, and badminton, they are becoming at all competent,
ping-pong, squash, and tennis on the they get tired of the whole scene and

other. These latter sports merit only a quit. So, depending upon the approval
$5 fine because fewer people are incon- of the Athletic Administration, com-

venienced by a forfeit and, these being petent officials would get enough of a

individual sports, the members of the raise to actually be motivated by the
team:-'showng up' can' at [e-ast practice money. If this goes through, and it's

among, themselves. The team sports'probably the only real chance to -m-
still require the full $10 fine because, prove the system, you may fed your-

in every case, at least eight people have. self actually having -to go out of your S(
way to argue with the ref next year.

1C
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As usual the worst sport for frater-
nities in general is volleyball. With SAE
dropping out of the sport because of
the'loss;of several key players (and IM
points),, the, only fraternity to finish in
the -top four in the final VB standings
in the last six years disappeared from
competition. This year, Only two
teams, PSK and TEP, have survived
eliminations to make the. top eight.
PSK had' besides SAE, been the only
fraternity team to finish consistently
high for the last five years, while this is
TEP's' first showing in the top eight in
quite a while:

The squash playoffs aren't very
different from previous years, as LCA,
ZBT, PLP, and SAE all have made a
strong showing. The surprise, however,
is PBE who, with two top players from
last year's freshman squash team, wn
the wlnner's bracket of the elimination
system by beating favored LCA-'last
year's'champion. However, LCA re-
peated last year's stunt of coming out
of., the -loser's bracket to win the
championship match by a 2-1 score, as
Mike Oliver and Phil Henshaw- edged
tleir men inf 3-2 matches.

The softball season .as started out
quietly, with no upsets or surprises.
The general quality of play seems
down' especially the pitching, as four
ik asti year's' top eight pitchers are'
gone with no outstanding replace-
ments. Champion LCA's 'Pease has
goert out for varsity baseball, TC's
Brodish and Burton's Miller have grad-
uted, and DU's Terry has switched to
t1ird base. The top contenders seem to
~ S:~A:M," fourth last year behind
pitcher Sitkus, and LCA, fifth last year
with Isaacson pitching. The hopes of
SAE, third place last year, suffered a
severe setback as last year's playoff
4A. Jarst , U; hdi" A'tw t:' A l lo ByD 

wctlm tA Juped on pjtcher Iton
aul for twelve runs on the way -to

Octory. A -dark. horse-is Bexley, winner
Of three games, 5 2 runs.

A very poor showing of only four-
teen teams in Rifle made it relatively
easy to qualify for the top ten finals.
Senior.-Iouse took both the prelimnin-
aries,and the finals easily, but in the
fight for second, SN- reversed their
preliminary, position with PBE by
edging them out 738 to 718. SN was
ted by the two high fraternity shooters,

aate.k Asbelh with a'194 and Tom
14atliackwith a 193. Other high freish-
ig fraternities were DKE, LCA, and

: Water polo is running along
smoothly, albeit slowly, wit h not near-
ly so many forfeits as characterized last
yeas. season. With fewer teams and a
more leisurely pace, the teams are able
to show up for four to six games in
two and one-half months. The stand-
ings show little change from last year,
as Burton leads LCA in the A league,
with DU in third place due to two
1-point losses to LCA. the first division
of the B league finds SC slightly ahead
of the combined TC-PDT team. (The
TC-PDT water polo merger marks the
firsttime that two. houses have com-
bined leams -in a -sport, and is an
experiment tried while IM points have
been removed.) Leading the other B
division is ATO, as all' teams' leok'
forward to the ten-teams playoff due
to start next week.

.by Rich Boettge

Every year or so, around spring-
time, someone of the Tech sports staff
gets the urge to purge the world of sin
and decides a good start would be to
expose the corruptness of the IM
Council. "Thirty-three percent of the
members wear contact lenses," he com-
plains, "and fat people aren't elected
managers." And everyone with nothing
else to read or think about nods
gravely and mutters, "Yes, yes-why
must we have all these self-seeking
dishonest politicians -standing in the
way of a few guys trying to play ball?"

So now the expose is that a few
power-hungry houses have taken over
the IM Council, to wield their power to
devious ends, subduing and disregard-
ing the will of the majority in the
process. Meanwhile, the rest of the
houses outside the Triad strive vainly
to break into this self-perpetrating
monopoly and halt the further sub-
jugation of their interests.

This isn't the way it is.
First of all, no group right now

would want control of the IM Council,
because there are no vested interests to
control; there aren't any IM points to
quibble over. Second, no group would
want to stuff the IM Council for the
prestige of having a lot of members,
because there is no prestige to being a
manager of an intramural sport. All a
manager gets out of being a manager is
to get to meet a lot of poeple who
play, lets say, volleyball, ad 'especially.
people who like to argue about playing
volleyball. He learns how to talk on the
phone six hours a week, and he gets to
elect other managers (choose one of
the following one) and have cider and
donuts once a month at a two-hour

::metirg. He doesn't get his name in

WEST

S-5,4
H-K, 7, 6
D-10, 7, 5
C-J, 9, 8, 5, 2

EAST

S-K, 8, 7, 2
H-5, 3, 2
D-K, Q, J, 6

C-VOID

SOUTH

S-A, Q. 10, 6,3
H-J, 10, 8

. D-3
C-A, 7;4,-3

print anywhere but in thd letters he
prints it on; nobody outside his sport
or the Council has the vaguest idea that
he's doing anything, and there isn't
even anyone he can hand a scholar-
ship-evaluation form to. Finally, if any
other group, just for the hell of it,
wanted to take over the Council for
reasons unknown, they could do it
inside of a term by simply running
members for all the uncontested posts.
Of the last fifteen -managers elected,
only two were from the same living
group of the previous manager. Any-
one from anywhere who wants to be
an assistant manager would be wildly
welcomed by any IM sport manager;
lately, they've been largely doirig with-
out.

The way it actually is right now is
that if these three 'jock houses" were
to stop "controlling" intramurals, that
is, theydyould not supply over half the
managers as they do now but would
only have their "fair share," the pro-
gram as presently run would dissolve.
There would then not be enough stu-
dents to do the work, and the job
would fall to the athletic administra-
tion. We actually are moving a little in
that direction already, as the adminis-
tration's new Director of IM's, Dave
Michael, has been told not to maintain
the laissez-faire policy that, Professor
Merriman had. An extension of this
attitude could lead us to Harvard's
severely structured, administration-
based, system, which is presently de-
caying. A system like this for us would
probably also decay with time because
of the unreceptive inertia which neces-
sarily accompanies a set organization.

Right now we've got a system
which runs the most extensive and
well- participated-in IM program in at
least New England, and does so be-
cause of the constant turnover of new,
interested people who constantly keep
modifying it to keep it contemporary.
If someone wants to do it a different
way, they're welcome to try-but don't
just sit on the outside and complain
until you have an alternative anywhere
near as workable.

opening diamond lead with the A and
ruffing a diamond into his hand, he
noticed mainly that if either f'mess lost,
he would have to have a 3-3 split in
one of the majors, guess which one,
and co-ordinate setting up the twelfth
trick with the extraction of trumps.

To South's dismay, however, the
play of his 4 to the K of clubs dropped
only one of the enemy trumps, and he
could see that it would take an exact
set of circumstances indeed to prevent
the opposition scoring a natural trump
plus a major suit ruff or a diamond
trick to set the contract at least one.
So, playing to win both finesses and
then be able to strip the eact hand to
everything but trumps, South came
back to the closed hand with a
diamond ruff which used the last of his
low trumps. He then split the heart suit
with three leads, winning the finess,
and took two rounds of spades back to
his own hand, winning the second
finesse. That set up this situation:

NORTH

31
31

1,51

;OUTH (D)
S
IS
C
H I
H

.WEST
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS '

NORTH
1H
2NT
3D

4NT

EAST
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

6C PASS OUT

North started out sedately by
deferring his 2NT response to the
second round to show more than 13-15
points. In this situation over South's
weak two spade bid, North assumes
control of bidding and forces South to
continue bidding until North closes it.
South could rebid neither no trump,
because of his singleton diamond, nor
spades, so he had to choose between
hearts or clubs. He stifled his first
impulse to raise hearts, partly because
Lhe thought his A-Q-i0 of spades was
reason enough to play the hand from
his side, but also because the only way
they could have a heart contract (and
bid the way he had) would be for
North to have exactly five hearts to the
A-Q, in which case he would have a
chance' to support the suit the next
time around. Thus, even with his
somewhat .shaky club suit, he
rationalized a bid of three. This set
North off into a reverie over the many
possible concealed values in his
partner's hand, and, looking at
apparently the remaining club honors

in his hand, started on the road to slam
with a cue-bid of three diamonds.
Forced, South was not too unhappy to

belatedly raise North's hearts. North,
then seeing the K of hearts shining
across the table at him, decided just to
make sure of an ace over there by
stopping at Blackwood on the way to
six clubs. (North felt a' momentary
twinge of excitement at the news of all
the aces, but stifled his curiosity about
seven with the thought that partner
was too inexperienced yet to handle
smoothly those grand slams.)

South, after enduring North's smug
look of self-satisfaction at his

undoubtedly perceptive bidding,
grimly set about the task of making a
good show of the slam. Taking the
(Please turn to page 4, col. 3)

Friday
100 yd. dash
100 yd. dash
quarter finals
440 yd. dash
220 yd. dash
220 yd. dash
semi-fials
180 yd. low
hurdles
100 yd. dash
semi-finals

4:15
4:25

4:35
4:50

5:00

5:10

5:20

All competitors must be on time for
their heats or they will be scratched.

Sunday
All field events and finals in the
running events.

In case of rain on Friday at 4:00, trials
will be moved to Sunday and finals to
the following Sunday May 18. H-4

C-Q, 10, 6

SOUTH

EAST
S-K, 8
D-K, Q

S-A, 10, 6
C-A

South, more than mildly
appreciative of the suit splits and
honor placement, now had only to lead
one of his good spades to highly
embarass East. No matter which of his
trumps he ruffed with, the board
overruffed, and when the 13th heart
was led back to the ace of trumps, he
was force to uselessly underruff.
Another spade through east established
one of dummy's trumps as the twelfth
trick, and North-South learned a lesson
which to this day has them going down
two at slam when they should only be
contracted for game.

-The MIT Symphony Orchestra
David Epstein, Conductor

John Buttrick, Robert Freeman, Pianists

.aSaturday, May. 10 8:30 PM Kresge Auditorium of MIT

Works to be performed
Tragic Overture-Brahms

Firebird Suite-Stravinsky
Concerto No. 10 in E flat, for two Pianos-Mozart

Tickets $1.00 at the door, or free to the MIT community in Building 10

S3prin'g Intramural
Sports Review

SPCCORTS
ED!ITOR, IAL

T-

Badger'sma r 

Brige
Column
An optimistic outlook on life is

probably the best way to keep yourself
cheerful, as long as you don't regularly
everextend this philosophy at the
bridge table. Hoping for partner to
present you with the two key cards to
make a save worthwhile can reward
you with a high board when you're
right, but if this thrill is mitigated by
too many tragic misconceptions, your
novice status will eventually wear out
its welcome.

The philosophy that the gods won't
help you unless you call upon them is
never more frequently applied than in
ubber bridge, and is the main
explanation for the bidding and play in
he following deal.

NORTH

S-J, 9
H-A, Q, 9,4
D-A, 9, 8
C-K, Q, 10, 6

IM Track MEET
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By Karen Wattel
Six months ago A.WN.OL.

Mike O'Connor was picked up
by the C.ID. at the MIT Student
Center. Monday night he return-
ed to campus "to talk to
people."

"lt feels strange to be out,"
Mike said Tuesday during an
interview with Te Tech. '"The
sun hurts my eyes." He had been
in Fort Devens 177 days and
been outside only 13 times.

"I was scared when I first

went in, " Mme remembered.
"But I was mad at the same
time, so going in didn't really
bother me for the first few days.
I hiad to think about it. I made a
game of it-Who could break
whom first." -

"I almost broke a couple of
times, lMke the end of January,
waiting for the court martial and
later after they said there was no
chance of discharge." That was
based, according to Mke, on the
report of the army psychiatrist

which said that he should be
returned to active duty and
could still be made into a good
soldier.

-Mike felt that in the same
ways they wanted to break him,
he could break some of them
just by talking to them. He
reports that he was successful in
cases of individual army guards
who then transferred from the
base.

From MIT after Sanctuary,
Mike was taken to the Fargo

building in Back Bay where he
was finger-printed and photo-
graphed. He was then taken in
a paddy wagon to Fort Devens.
usually people arriving on Sun-
day are taken to the MY. head-
quarters and moved on Monday,
Mike explained, but in his case
they took him immediately to
the stockade. "They were scared
that the Boston group would
come break in or something.
They would have put me di-
rectly in solitary, but all the cells
were full." However, they did
put him in at 5:30 in the mor-
ning "for laughing at the guard
the night before."

Nine more times during his
stay at Fort Devens, Mike was
put in solitary "for raising hell
with the guards." Asked if he
felt he had done this, Mike said
"yes." He was never, however,
kept in overnight. Orders in the

beginning from the post com-
mander not to put him in soli-
tary resulted in his being put in a
multi-person cell all by himself.

Mice called Fort Devens a
very political post. In general, he
said, it is run by civilians. His
release came about because of
pressure from people lice the
psychiatrists at MIT and Mass.
General, Senator Muskie for
whom Mike campaigned in
Maine, and Mife's civilian
lawyer.

Captain Tom Dugan volun-
teered to handle O'Connor's case
and had to get special permission
to do so. It was the last case he
was allowed to handle, however,
as he was then transferred to
Vietnam.

The army's psychiatric inter-
view on which they orginally
based their decision that he

(Please turn to Page 7)

" '"The Dean of Student Affairs in the case of an undergraduate student
or the Dean of the Graduate School in the case of a graduate student, may
excuse a student from a scheduled final examinationwfor reasons of illness or
significant personal problems by issuing the grade of OX. An instructor in
charge of a subject may excuse a student from a final examination which has
been postponed for reasons other than excuse by the Dean, such as conflicts
between examinations or with religious holidays, if a mutally satisfactory
agreement is ratified in advance of this examination by the Head of the
Department in which the subject is offered, an if the instructor is prepared
to submit a gade based on other evidence.

For each subject in which a final examination is given during the
prescribed period, no written examinations or quizzes shall be given during
the three days, Sundays excepted, preceding the reading period. For each
subject in which no final examination is given during the prescribed
examination period, no more than one written exercise of not more than one
hour (one class period in the case of laboratory or design subjects) shall be
given during the three days, Sundays excepted, preceding iee ding
period."

NOTE STUDENTS HAVING CONFLICT IN EXAMINATIONS: If a
student inquires about a conflict in his examinations or an examination not
scheduled, please instruct him to follow the directions on the Examination
Schedule before the stated time limit.

All students and Staff having questions concerning the scheduling of final
eamainations should be referred to the Schedules Office, Room E19-338, as
a final examination scheduling must be taken care of in that office on a
uniform policy fox all students.

*The Modeem Man Society will sponsor an irotductory semina on
Transcendental MedOitation given by students of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi at 8
pm, Wedensday, May 14 in Room 407 of the Student Center. Free.

*MIT Cass of 1969 in operating a hotd information clearing house tox the
parents of the graduating class during June Commencement. For further
information, call Shelley Fleet X7766.

*Tihose students who intend to apply to medical school for admission in
September 1970 are reminded they should makce an appoinitment to talk
with Dean Wick in Boom 5-106 before the end of the spring term.

*She Nominations Committee of the new Student Government is
currentlr engaged in filling appointments to admiListrtion and faculty
commitstees There are currently positions open on the following
committees: Academic Performance, Student Emnvionment, Athletic
Board, Community Service Committee, Community Service Fund, Evalu-
ation of Freshman Performance, Placement Services, Regisens Office,
Activities Development Board, Task Force on Equal Employment Oppor-
tunities, And Privacy of Information. Anyone who would be interested
in serving on any of these groups for the next year should contact Wells
Eddleman, X316l, as soon as postgble.

*A reference collection on MIT and its activities has been created in
the Student Center Libry. The current Presdent's and Treasurers
Repoats, Poies and Procedures, compiations of .esearch projects and
publications, and information on the Corotrtion are mnong the pubfica-
tions pertinent to the debate on the future of MIT.

*Nomiations Cnommittee will hold a meeting Sunday at 2 pm in Reom
W20-00 of the Student Cetem.

*Summer Session Regstation Material must be returned to the
Registrars Office, Room E19-335, or the lInormation Ofne, Room
7-111, before 5:00 pm, Wednesday, May 21.

M. l. T. DRAMASHOP

C4WE BOMBED IN NEW8 V DEN '

by Joseph Heller

Directed by MICHAEL MURRAY

May 9 & 10 at 8:30 PM

Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium

All tickets $2.00

Reservations: UN 4-6900 Ext. 4720

Mike OiConnors sanctuary figure, to talkreturns

FOREIGN LJANGUAGES

Don't leave things for "Man'ana"
start working now to enpy
your next trip or vacation

FIIM64
SPAMN
GERM"
IfSAUA
.o|ms,
.BASSIAN

a Others

Regular Courses April 17
Private Instruction All year-round

THE URl-AN CAIENDAR
MIT URBAN CONFERENCE

May 9-10, 1969; Room 9-1 51

AGENDA

Friday mornin:
opening of Conference-Professor Robert C. Wood
Introduction-Professor Charles L. MBfer
Presentations and discussions conernmm the initial experiences of the Urban Systems
laboratory in conducting multidisciplinary research projects in the city.

Topics include Boston Model Cities cooperation, and Boston New Comnnunity, N.Y. City
systems Analysis, NCHRP Environment, and CARS Public Transportation Projects.

Participants include Professors R. Hirschfeld, Ithiel Pool, R. de Neufville, M.L. Manheim, Daniel
Roos, and others.

Luncheon break:

Flry afternoon:
Panel discussion on future urban reseach at MIT: goals, needs and opportunities. Moderated by
Professor Bernard J. Frieden. Participants include Kenneth Geiser, Wmlliam Mathews, Professor
Willam Porter, William Rich, Professor Lester Thurow, and Francis Ventry.

Fday evening:

Dinner for all Pants, the campus room, Ashown House (coner Mass Ave and Memorial
lDrie.)

Speakers include Prfesoss Robert C. Wood, S.M. Miller, Lloyd Rodwin.

Satnrday moning:

Panel and discussion: Outside reactions to MIT activities and plans. Selected Visitors from
-ovenument and private sectors invited to respond.

Spnsored byg the Urban Systems Laborafory
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By Harvey Baker
Stouffer's Company of Cleve-

land, suppliers of MIT's com-
mons dining halls and other cafe-
terias at the Institute, held a
dinner Monday evening to dis-
cuss their food and services.

In attendance were Mr. larry
Bishoff, Mr. Robert J.,
Radocchia of Walker Memorial,
Miss Raven from Stouffer's, and
other representatives of the firm
visiting from Cleveland. In addi-
tion most of the Commons
chairmen from the compulsory
houses were present along with
some-house presidents.

In essence what Stouffer's
wanted to do was :to present
their latest ideas on innovation
that they were preparing to
make in their food services. A
prepared statement was read. in
which the Stouffer's representa-
tive announced plans for intro-

ducing new food to the Institute

KALEIDOSCOPE
An MIT Community-wide Festival

Friday
May 16

Begins officially at 4:00 pm I
with the Student-Faculty

Softball Game on Brings Field
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Stouffer's airs commons ideas
The financial questions of

the improvements were also dis-
cussed, but any thought of an
increase was met by Bishoff's
guarantee that the Institute
would not increase commons
prices any more than the $35
per year increase being added
during each of the next two
years to meet the rising cost of
labor and food production.

On a final note; the dinner
served consisted of a vegetable
salad with dressing, assorted
rolls, shrimp cocktal, a large
helping of a thick steak, baked
potato with asparagus, and
dessert. And oh yes, rose wine as
an appetizer.

coo

Ij

jr

I

.

community, including pizza and
soul food. In addition an at-
tempt will be made of offer a
third option as a main course for
either lunch or dinner as many
days during the week as possible.

Perhaps the prime topic of
discussion at the dinner meeting
(Stouffer's catered it) was the
attitude of the people on com-
mons to Stouffer's, the dining
hall employees, and to the food
itself. It was suggested that tast-
ing boards be set up that would
meet regularly to sample the
food being presented during a
particular week, particularly
those items which had not pre-
viously been served. The various
commons chairmen complained
that it pvas very difficult to get
students to take part in such
activitites and, with the excep-
tion of when they disliked the
food, it was very difficult to get
them to say anything.

· .- ~.

walwal .
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Christopher Jones &
Yvette Mimieux in

"THREE IN THE ATTIC"...
fast, racy, funny tale of the

comeuppance of a super-stud...
2:15, 6:00, 9:50

plus Kim Novak and
Peter Finch in

"THE LEGEND OF
LYLAH CLARE"

3:45 and 7:40

,MGF-W
I

"lean Virgo's "L'ATLANTE" plus
"ZERO FOR CONDUCT" at

5:10, 7:30, 9:451Sat. Matinee 2:45
Starting Sunday:

Antonioni's "ECLIPSE"
3:15, 5:20, 7:30, 9:45 
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Before you sail away, pick up

PACKING
SUPPLIES

As you prepare to set'sail from
Cambridge-on-the-Charles, make a
quick one-stop shopping trip to our
stationery department for all the

packing supplies you need.

Kraft Sheet 40 x 48
Nea Tape
Wrapping Kit Rolls
Polished India Twine
Polished White Twine
Packing Sealing Tape
Sizes 1/2 x 150 to 11/2 X 1000
Scotch Strapping Tape 1/2 x 360
Jute Ball String
Label on Tape
Labels (Fragile, Special Delivery,
First Class, Air Mail)
Baggage Tags
Address Labels
Coop Box 13 x 18 x 30 (4 cu. ft.)
Corrugated Cartons 18 x 14 x 12
Maxifold reinforced carton
Padlock
Trelock (bicycle)
Locks

2/15¢
25¢, 39¢
390
50¢
75¢

39¢ to $1.49
796
29¢
59¢

19¢ ea.
15¢ to 25¢
85¢
$8.95
45¢ ea. 3/$1.25
70¢ ea. 2/$1.30
89¢
$2.50
65¢ to $1.32

r:'

HIoming Device ... the big Astrojet that leaves just about the
r to leave.

time you're

don't forget, American pioneered and still maintains the
YOUTH HALF-FARE PLAN

Steve Ryder, Campus Representative for
1) Tickets by Mail
2) Schedule Information (all airlines)
3) Standby Availability
4) Airfreight Service

Going Home ... Vacations . . .

HARVARD SQUARE
Open Thurs. 'ti 9.

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MEDICAL CENTER

Longwood and Brookline Aves., Boston
M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER

The Collegiate Department Store
Fly the American Way

- t 
_- -. .._ 

Goig Hoe.., Vaatioing ,...
Fly the Amw~n Way
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MM MM
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A. I - Itry
-American
Airlines

{oming Device
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A WALT WHITMAN FESTIVAL

MIT Choral Society
"By Blue Ontario" by Ernst Bacon (first performance)

also works by Hoist, Delius, Vaughan Williams
Allan Sly conducting

Festival Orchestra
Robert Brink, concertmaster

Pamela Gore, contralto
John'Langstaff, baritone

May 11,1969, 8:30
KRESGE AUDITORIUM

Tickets: $3 & $2; UN4-6900, X4720

CLASSIFIEDS
NYC Apartment This Summer

Am organizing group (M or F) to live
cheaply ($20-25/week for room and
board) for 13 weeks, starting early
June. David Kaufman 536-2497.
Evenings

LEXINGTON DELIGHTFUL NEIGH-
BORHOOD. LOVELY SETTING
FOR THIS THREE Bedroom expan-
ded Cape with two full baths, fire-
place, living room, kitchen with di-
nette, den, finished basement with
playroom, study and laundry. Garage,
large lot with trees $31,900. PHONE
862-7236.

6RADS
come Where The

Jobs Are!
Free Consultation

Hundreds of current openings
for MEN and WOMEN

so apply now!
Sales Trainees * Administrative
Management · Engineering

e Salesmen o Technical
· Retailing · Clerical
· Trainees · Office

ae!!in SnInli
IEMPLOYMENI COUNSELLORS

World's Largest Professional
Employment Servite

500 Bhylsten St, Bosten, Mass.
1073 Hancock St, Quinacy, Mass.
14 Central Avenue., Lynn, Mass.
300 Essex St, Lawrnce, Mass.
55 Moody St, althan, Mass.

400 offices coast to coast
An Equal Opportunity
Employment Service

Now you can buy a new typewriter at the Coop and get the re-
markable new Responsive Learning Center's 12-hour classroom typing
course for only $34.95, regularly $69.50.

Here's the ideal combination gift for students who want better
grades, and an investment for everyone who wants a better job or extra
income.

At the Responsive Learning Center, conveniently located at
607 Boylston St., Boston. Under classroom conditions, you can learn to
type in 12 hours or brush up your typing skill easily. With this new
method, your teacher is a machine. You see an enlarged keyboard on
which each letter lights up as you hear the letter pronounced. Set your
own instruction time, -start any weekday, pick any hour from 9 aom.
to 7 p.m.

Select portable, electric or manual from top brands: Royal,
Smith Corona, Remington Rand, Underwood Olivetti, Poliaird (Hermes),
Olympia and Brothers. The Coop stocks special and foreign language
keyboards and offers dependable repairs and service.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Learn while you earn

George Lerman Day Camp
Needs male counselors

male waterfromt specialists
male crafts specialists
male nature specialists

Lerman Day Camp is sponsored by
Associated Jewish Community
Center, a social work agency. A camp
job with us will be particularly useful
to students in social work, education,
psychology.

Call: Robert Miller
Director of Camping
542-1870 weekdays

O'Connor di
court-martial

[continued from Page 5)
could be rehabilitated was 20
minutes long with the door open
and armed guards standing by.
O'Connor also notes that Dr.
Brenner's testimony was ignored
at the court martial and that he
was denied permission for a ver-
batim record of the proceeding
necessary for appeal.

During his stay at Fort
Devens, O'Connor started writ-
ing a book, of which he has 150-
pages done, and wrote some
poetry, too. The book, which is,
"sort of a documentary," he
hopes to work on this summer.
He would like to write some-
thing about the psychological
effects of confinement. At Fort
Devens he wasn't allowed to
write too much about the stock-
ade itself.

Commenting on what's hap-
pening now, O'Connor com-
mented "rallys really reach only

iscusses book,Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE
. 590 Commonwealth Ave.

(Opposite B. U. Towers)

Pocket Bi'liards

irregularities
a limited environment." He
would like to see "the people in
the streets of South Boston
being reached too." He feels,
"You can't go out and talk to
them; however, the people in the
stockades can."

"It's hard to pinpoint what to
talk to them about," O'Connor
admitted. "The armies are part
of it, but also the whole struc-
ture. I'm not against the the
army itself, but the society it
comes from."

O'Connor will be around a
while to talk to people. Then he
plans to spend a few weeks in
New York with his parents. He is
uncertain now about further
plans, but is exploring the pos-
sbility of taking a course at MIT
in the fall as a special student,
possibly in political science.
Meanwhile, he reminds people
that the offer he made during
sanctuary about talking to
students in ROTC still stands.

Join the staff
of

The' Tech

A
COOP

EXCLUSIVE
Typinq course
half price wilh a
new typewrler

at low Coop price.

The
Collegiate

Department
Store

qHARVARD SQUARE
Open Thurs., 'tii 9 PM -

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
MEDICAL CENTERR
396 Brookline Ave., Boston
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Track team bows tc
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Tech's lacrosse team thor-
oughly trounced the Holy Cross
twelve, 14-1. In the process,
both Jack Anderson '69 and
Walt Maling '69 broke the old
record for goals in a season.

Tech started fast as the John
Vliet'70-Dave Peterson'71 com-
bination clicked for two quick
goals. The team continued to
click after that as many attack-
ers scoring for Tech. Vliet got a
goal to go along with his two
assists. Ken Schwartz '69 also
chipped in two goals.

As usual, the big scorers were
Anderson and Maling. Maling
had four goals to give him a total
of 37 for the season. Anderson's
three goals give him 36 for the
season. These totals break Joe
Skendarin's record of 35 set in

1961. Furthermore, the stick-
men have three games left this
season. Anderson also managed in
three assists to increase his re-
cord total points per season.

The big difference in the
game was Tech's greater skill in
the fundamentals. Tech's passing
and ball-handling completely
outclassed Holy Cross, prevent-
ing them from ever making the
game close. Holy Cross was fur-
ther weakened by 12 penalties
called against them. Tech scored
many of their goals in these
advantage situations. -

In the second half when it,
was obvious that Tech had won,
the defense let up somewhat and
goalie Marc Weinberg '70 got an
opportunity to demonstrate his
skill. He responded well by
making eight. nice saves to
round out a satisfying win. The
seasonfs record is now 10-3.

Tech's biggest game of the
season will be Tuesday against
UMass. It is a non-conference
game, but it has added impor-
tance due to the fact that UMass
is rated fifth nationally.

440 Yard Intermediate Hurdles-
T-56.2 sec. 1. Bannister-UNH; 2.

The track team was trampled
89-53 by the University af New
Hampshire on Wednesday. The
defeat came largely at the hands
of Jeff Bannister of UNH who
produced 29 points. Highlighting
the engineers' efforts was a
double win effort by Ben Wilson
'70 in the mile (4:20.1) and the
two mile (9.11.9).

Javelin-D-210'6" 1. Phillips-
UNH; 2. Bannister-UNH; 3. War-
go-M.
Pole Vault- H-13' 1. Nichols-
UNH; 2. Tibbett-UNH; 3. Glow-
ienka-M.
High Jump- H-6'0" 1. Bannister-
UNH. 2. Winges-M; 3. King-
UNH.
Shot Put- D-47' 11%4" 1. Phillips-
UNH; 2. Bannister-UNH; 3. Lau-
tenschlager-M.
Triple Jump- D-427" 1. Mc-
T snd.M- I Rannntpr TTNI1- 'A

Reed-M.
100 Yard Dash-
Smith-UNH; 2.
Hemmelstein-M.
220 Yard Dash-
Smith-UNH; 2.
Kelly-M.
440 Yard Dash-

T-10.4 sec. 1.
McLeod-M; 3.

T-23.1 sec.
McLeod-M;

T-50.8 sec.
Kelly-M; 2. Young-UNH; 3.
Wear-UNH.
880 Yard Run- T-2:00.3 1. Van-
ier-UNH; 2. Sullivan-M; 3. Rich-
ardson-UNH.
Mile Run-T-4:20.1 1. Wilson-M;
2. Vanier-UNH; 3. Jarret-UNH.
Two Mile Run- T-9:11.9 1. Wil-
son-M; 2. Martin-UNH; 3. Pe-
tro-M.

I,,,,-,,,, Z. ,,,,,,,,o~,L -,U,,, o..IJWU- 1 . The tennis team continued its one, and Don Smith topped Skip
Novosielski-M. triumphal march with two more Brookfield '69 6-2, 6-3 at
Long Jump-D-20'8" 1. King- victories this week to increase its number two. Gonzales' cut shots
UNH; 2. McLeod-M; 3. Novosiel- season mark to 12-3. The net- ruffled'. McKinley's usually
ski-M. men conquered Brandeis 7-2 on smooth style, and Brookfield
Discus- D-142'3" 1. Bannister- Monday and edged Brown 54 in faltered' when he couldn't con-
UNH; 2. Millins-UNH; 3. Lear- a squeaker. This, weekend the trol his passing shot.
mouth-UNH. engineers play host to the New Bob Metcalfe '69 lost the first

Englands, and judging from this set 6-2 to Curt Bennett ofHammer Throw D-180'5 1. season's record they have a good Brown, but the engineer steadied
Pchllipsr-UN; 2.Scla-. Laut shot at taking the crown. in the last two and won handily

At home against Brown the 6-2, 64. At four Manny Weiss
120 Yard High Hurdles- T-15.5 top two Tech seeds had off days. '70 lost to Brown's Pete Guter-
sec. 1. Bannister-UNH; 2. Spike Gonzales defeated Bob man 6-3, 7-5.
Hall-M; McKinley '69 8-6, 7-5 at number However, the engineers even-

ed the singles section at 3-3
Ruggers capture fifth place when Tom Stewart '69 and_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Steve Gottlieb '71 won 64, 6-2,

....... ._,6-1, 7-5 at the five and six slotsin Seven-a-side Tourna-ment respte tew
well and kept his foes at the

The rugby club entered two the big BC center. baselinie while Gottlieb's con-
teams in the Seven's Tour- Tech's third game was against sistency was enough to win.
nament held Saturday at Har- the Harvard Business School. The Techmen needed two
vard. Of the sixteen teams en- Tech's offense worked better wins from the doubles entries
tered, the first Tech team (dub- this game with several free runs and that's what they got. Scud-
bed Elephants) placed fifth with for the backs. Tech jumped into der Smith '69 and Gottlieb
the other teanm(Snakes) placed a 340 lead when Apse kicked a finished first with a 6-3,640 win.
twelfth. The winner of the tour- penalty goal. However, the more McKinley and Weiss then came
nament was the University of experienced opponents kept through witll the clincher to seal
British Columbia. fighting back and tied the score the victory. They took the first

The Elephants ' first game on a tripk near the end of the set 7-5, lost the second 4-6, but
was against the experienced Bos- first half. Harvard scored several 'came back to take the third 6-3.
ton Rugby Club led by Dan more times in the second half Metcalfe and Stewart played
Sikes. The game was scoreless while holding Tech scoreless to long into the night before losing
for nine minutes of the first half send the Elephants to the beer. 64, 4-6, 64 to Smith and Ben-
as the Elephants defense played Harvard finished second. nett.

, Photo by Craig Davis

Charge! Tech attackman -moves in on the Holy Cross goalie on a
successful scoring attempt in last Wednesday's contest.

WT PI, UMass
in mark to 5-6

Tech's usual leaders, Greg
Kast '69 and Mike McMahan '69
were off their gamrs. Both fin-
ished at 84. However, Carl
Everett '69 took up the slack as
he fired a 73, low score for the
match and his low for the sea-
son.

to better seaso
By John Light .

The golf team brought its
season record to 5 Wins and 6
losses with victories over Uni-
versity of Massachusetts and
W.P.I. The match was played at
the Concord Country Club.

In an effort to prepare for
this weekend's New England
Tournament at Williams, the
match was played under medal
conditions rather than the usual
match play format. Under medal
play, low total strokes for a
team wins the match. MIT pre-
vailed with a seven man total of
562 as compared to 569 for U
Mass and 617 for W.P.I.

well. But the forwards were
losing most of the scrums, keep-
ing Tech on the defensive. As
play went on, the inexperienced
Tech backs, overeager for the
ball, tended to bunch in around
the scrums and rucks. This left a
defensive'weakness on the wings
which Boston soon took ad-
vantage of when their wing got
loose near the side line and ran
70 yards for a try. In the second
half, Boston scored twice more
on similar plays for a final score
of 1343. Boston went on to place
fourth.

In the second game, the rug-
gers faced a bigger team, BC, but
a lot of hard tackling and a
brilliant run by Juris Apse re-
sulted in a 54) win. Juris made
his run after seven minutes of

'fierce, scoreless battle. He grab-
bed the ball in a loose ruck, took
two steps, shock off a swarm of
tacklers and then sprinted the
defense 50 yards for a try. After
he converted, Tech had a 5,0
lead to protect.

The second half was a hard-
hitting defensive battle as BC
fought to stay in the tour-
nament, but Tech held on relent-
lessly. The key defensive play
was made by wing Don Arkin
with a minute and a half to play.
He made a score-saving tackle on

I

I

I

Lending stong support to
.Everett's leadership were Don
Anderson '70 and Ken Smolek
'70 who turned in scores of 76
and 78 respectively. Fourth
for Tech was John Light '70
who scored 81. Captain Tom
Thomas '69 shot an 86.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::iiii'i!iiiiiiiii.-..'... ...... .
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Today.
Lacrosse(V)-UNH,home,4 pm

Tomorrow
Crew.MARC Sprint Regatta at
Lake Quinsigamond
Basebad)-Bates, home,2 pm

Today, Tomorrow, Sunday
TennisV3-New Englands at MIT
Golf(V)-New Englands at Wil-
liams

By Ray Kwasnick
As the IM intramural softball

playoffs loom on the horizon,
confusion reigns on one of the A
leagues while the other has a
clear cut champion. Phi Delta
Theta threw one race into a real
scramble with an upset victory
over LCA last weekend. At this

point SAE, LCA, and PDT all
have a shot at placing in the
playoffs for the f'ist four places.

In the other league SAM edged
previously undefeated Bexley A
to go into the playoffs as the
only unbeaten A league team.

Bexley aslo gains a spot among
the top seeds.

In the Phi DeR-Lambda Chi
game last Sunday PDT won 3-1
in a tight pitcher's duel on a
three run first inning. Bob
Ryzzak '71 drove in two of the
runs with'a long home run, and
the other run was unearned.
LCA's lone tally was also un-
earned. PDT'S Lloyd Wilson
tossed a two-hitter for the win.

The Sammies won twice last
week. Paul Sitkus '70 pitched a
brilliant no-hit 11-1 win over
Burton A. The lone Burton
score, which was unearned, was
only the second run off Sitkus
this season. With a top playoff
slot clinched, Sitkus sat out
Wednesday's game with Bexley.

Stu Nemser took over, and in a
tough contest, SAM topped Bex-
ley 9-8 in nine innings. Ira
Sacks '70 drove in the winning

run with a one out single.
In the intramural squash play-

offs LCA squeaked by PBE for
the championship. Mike Oliver
and Phil Henshaw of Lambda

Chi scored 3-2 triumphs over Bill
Jaklitsch '71 and Gene Thorner
'71 while PBE's Aldo Reti
stopped John Bunce '71 3-2.

To 
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LCA batter swings at a Lloyd Wilson pitch in an intramural softball
contest last weekend.

!)UNHo-.ti c-
W'ilson-H Cml crus - Hol Crossdespite 2 firsts by

RacquetmenprepareforNE's
by edging Brandeis, -Brown

Golfers defeat
0

-- PDT muddles softball picture


